
Mr Whoops has accidently 
jumbled up a determiner. Can you 
help him to unjumble it?

lla

Can you think of a word that 
ends in either -sure or -ture that 
matches the definition?

gold that you might find 
hidden in a chest      

Can you correctly punctuate this 
direct speech?

Fill the spaces with the correct 
word in brackets:

The cut on David’s 

finger             heavily.  (bleed/ bled)

Mum                 George for 
accidentally smashing her vase. 

(forgive/forgave)

Which word fits in the sentence?

whose   or    who’s

Tom,                arch enemy was 
called Jerry, enjoyed chasing mice.

Up-level this sentence about the tin 
by adding an adjective and an extra 
subordinate clause.

The tin was full of objects. 
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Do you think they saw us, 
Charlie?



Mr Whoops has accidently 
jumbled up a determiner. Can you 
help him to unjumble it?

lla

all

Can you think of a word that 
ends in either -sure or -ture that 
matches the definition?

gold that you might find 
hidden in a chest      

treasure

Can you correctly punctuate this 
direct speech?

Fill the spaces with the correct 
word in brackets:

The cut on David’s 

finger bled heavily.  (bleed/ bled)

Mum forgave George for 
accidentally smashing her vase. 

(forgive/forgave)

Which word fits in the sentence?

whose   or    who’s

Tom, whose arch enemy was called 
Jerry, enjoyed chasing mice.

Up-level this sentence about the tin 
by adding an adjective and an extra 
subordinate clause.

The tin was full of objects. 

 

 

Accept an up-levelled sentence with 
an added adjective and subordinate 
clause, e.g. When he opened it, 
he found that the tin was full of 
unusual objects.
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"Do you think they saw us, 
Charlie?"



Mr Whoops has accidently 
jumbled up TWO determiners. 
Can you help him to unjumble them?

lla    efw

Can you think of the words that 
end in either -sure or -ture that 
match these definitions?

gold that you might find hidden in a 
chest t                    

items inside your home f                    

Can you write the Anders’s words 
as an accurately-punctuated direct 
speech?

 

 

Fill the spaces with the correct 
word in brackets:

The cut on David’s 
finger             heavily.  (bleed/ bled)

Mum                 George for 
accidentally smashing her vase. 

(forgive/forgave)

The frightened children 
                 in fear.  (froze/ freezed)

Which word fits in the sentence?

whose   or    who’s

Tom,                arch enemy was 
called Jerry, enjoyed chasing mice.

“                 been eating my 
porridge?” asked Daddy 

Bear angrily.

Up-level this sentence about the tin 
by adding an adjective, an adverb 
and a subordinate clause.

The tin was full of objects. 
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Do you think they saw us, 
Charlie?



Mr Whoops has accidently 
jumbled up TWO determiners. 
Can you help him to unjumble them?

lla    efw

all     few

Can you think of the words that 
end in either -sure or -ture that 
match these definitions?

gold that you might find hidden in a 
chest treasure

items inside your home furniture

Can you write the Anders’s words 
as an accurately-punctuated direct 
speech?

Accept accurate speech 
punctuation, e.g. “Do you think 
they saw us, Charlie?” asked 
Anders as they hid in the pantry.

Fill the spaces with the correct 
word in brackets:

The cut on David’s 
finger bled heavily.  (bleed/ bled)

Mum forgave George for 
accidentally smashing her vase. 

(forgive/forgave)

The frightened children 
 froze in fear.  (froze/ freezed)

Which word fits in the sentence?

whose   or    who’s

Tom, whose arch enemy was called 
Jerry, enjoyed chasing mice.

“Who's been eating my porridge?” 
asked Daddy Bear angrily.

Up-level this sentence about the tin 
by adding an adjective, an adverb 
and a subordinate clause.

The tin was full of objects. 

 

Accept an up-levelled sentence 
with an added adjective, adverb 
and subordinate clause, e.g.  As he 
opened it anxiously, he noticed that 
the tin was full of unusual objects.
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Do you think they saw us, 
Charlie?



Mr Whoops has accidently 
jumbled up THREE  determiners. 
Can you help him to unjumble them?

lla    efw     ahce

Can you think of the words that 
end in either -sure or -ture that 
match these definitions?

gold that you might find hidden in a 
chest t                    

items inside your home f                    

a pen that holds animals e                    

Can you write the Anders’s words 
as an accurately-punctuated direct 
speech?

 

 

Now, can you correctly punctuate 
Charlie's reply?

 

 

Fill the spaces with the correct 
word in brackets:

The cut on David’s 

finger             heavily.  (bleed/ bled)

Mum                 George for 
accidentally smashing her vase. 

(forgive/forgave)

The frightened children 

                 in fear.  (froze/ freezed)

After drinking the potion, the wizard                   

                  . (shrunk/shrank)

Which word fits in the sentence?

whose   or    who’s

Tom,                arch enemy was 
called Jerry, enjoyed chasing mice.

“                 been eating my 
porridge?” asked Daddy 

Bear angrily.

Write another sentence using the 
word who’s.

 

Up-level this sentence.

The tin was full of objects. 
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Do you think they saw us, 

Charlie?



Mr Whoops has accidently 
jumbled up THREE  determiners. 
Can you help him to unjumble them?

lla    efw     ahce

all     few     each

Can you think of the words that 
end in either -sure or -ture that 
match these definitions?

gold that you might find hidden in a 
chest treasure

items inside your home furniture

a pen that holds animals enclosure  

Can you write the Anders’s words 
as an accurately-punctuated direct 
speech?

Accept accurate speech 
punctuation, e.g. “Do you think 
they saw us, Charlie?” asked 
Anders as they hid in the pantry.

Accept any sentence with accurate 
speech punctuation, e.g. “I’m not 
sure,” replied Charlie nervously.

Fill the spaces with the correct 
word in brackets:

The cut on David’s 

finger bled heavily.  (bleed/ bled)

Mum forgave George for 
accidentally smashing her vase. 

(forgive/forgave)

The frightened children 

 froze in fear.  (froze/ freezed)

After drinking the potion, the wizard                   

shrank. (shrunk/shrank)

Which word fits in the sentence?

whose   or    who’s

Tom, whose arch enemy was called 
Jerry, enjoyed chasing mice.

“Who's been eating my porridge?” 
asked Daddy 
Bear angrily.

Accept any sentence that uses who’s 
correctly, e.g. “Who’s coming out to 
play?” asked Ben.

Up-level this sentence.

The tin was full of objects. 

Accept an up-levelled sentence with 
a more ambitous vocabulary and a 
more complex sentence structure, 
e.g.  As he opened it with shaking 
hands, he found that the tin was 
full of unusual, dusty objects.
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